Wiki text returned by the SQL plugin is not translated. I used the "Quote" plugin to verify if this problem exists for all plugins returning Wiki text and the value translated as specified in the data passed.

We make fairly extensive use of the SQL plugin on our internal department site. A technique for implementing this plugin we use is to enclose the return value of a column in double parenthesis. This enables us to have a web page reference for each of the returned rows.

This technique is used in several circumstances. One is that we select from our database stored information on hundreds of servers making the server name a link to a detailed info page. The example below is used to link to project detail pages describing individual active projects.

**Example SQL**
This issue is not restricted to link specifications as bold (double underscores) no longer work when returned by SQL either.

I have rated this a "9" strictly from a personal importance perspective and not as a definition of impact to the overall Tiki project. The customers of our department rely on these returned links for information and updates.

I have been all through the Administrative areas hoping to find a feature flag to turn on wiki text parsing of plugins (before trying the above referenced "Quote test") and am also unable to find such a flag specific to the SQL plugin.

--Steve

Solution
Implement patch submitted as tracker item 3741

Workaround
None known

Importance
9

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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